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Insertion of the porous ocular implant can be performed using this 

introducer. The Introducer is provided as a value added item to all Su-Por 

Orbital Implants. 

The Introducer is provided sterile to aid in Su-Por Implant placement.

The implant introducer is made of smooth material that facilitates deep orbit 

placement of Su-Por orbital Implants. The introducer slides through the 

orbital tissue while protecting the implant from “tissue grab” commonly 

associated with porous implants. The introducer is designed with a slit side 

and multiple petals at the posterior opening to effectively place different 

implant sizes and shapes deep into the orbit. The Introducer is a value 

added item to Su-Por Orbital Implants.

Su-Por Enucleation Implant Introducer
 Instructions for Use

Instructions adapted from notes provided by Steve Dresner, MD.
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1.0 After the rectus muscles have been disinserted from the globe, the eye is enucleated and 

hemostasis obtained. Posterior Tenon’s capsule is then distracted superiorly and inferiorly with two  

thin  mal le ab le r e tr a cto r s t o o pe n th e mu sc le c on e .

2.0 The inserter is rolled into a small diameter tube and inserted as deeply as comfortably into the 

intraoral orbit.

3.0 The introducer’s position deep in the orbit is maintained as the implant is placed in the introducer. 

The implant is reposited deeply into the orbit by using a finger or an instrument such as a hemostat or 

periosteal elevator.

4.0 Deep implant placement is sustained as the inserter is carefully removed from the orbit. The implant 

should not advance anteriorly as the introducer is withdrawn. The enucleation procedure can then be 

completed with the implant deep in the orbit and anterior tissues closed under no tension. 
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